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Abstract: The solar array drive assembly (SADA) slip ring is a critical link that provides electrical
power and electric signal transmission between solar arrays and satellite power systems, which is
prone to arc faults in the space environment. If these arc faults cannot be detected and eliminated
quickly enough, they will seriously threaten the safety of the satellite power system and the satellite.
In this paper, a fast arc detection method based on fractal dimension is proposed that adapts to
different operating modes of power systems. The detection method collects the current differential
signal data flowing through the SADA slip ring, and, according to the trend of the fractal dimension
change in this signal, the fault identification algorithm is designed for different operating modes of
the power system to achieve real-time and rapid identification of arc faults. Finally, the effectiveness
of the proposed method is demonstrated using test data under several different fault conditions.

Keywords: arc fault; fractal dimension; solar array drive assembly; sequential switching shunt
regulator (S3R); satellite

1. Introduction

The solar array drive assembly (SADA) is an important component of a long-life
high-power satellite electrical transmission link, which completes the electrical power and
electrical signal transmission between the solar panels and the satellite through the internal
slip ring [1]. SADA is installed at the junction of the satellite body and the external space
environment, which is directly exposed to the space plasma environment and is susceptible
to arc faults caused by the charging and discharging effects [2]. The arc fault can lead
to fatal failure of the SADA, resulting in loss of power to satellites, thus, threatening the
operating life of the satellites in orbit [3].

The structure of disc slip ring is shown in Figure 1; the brushes maintain sliding
contact with the slip rings on the disc, which inevitably produces metal wear debris. This
debris subsequently accumulates between the internal solder joint of the slip ring and/or
between the ring and the solder joint, forming a short-circuit channel and increasing the
risk of a vacuum arc discharge [4,5]. The SADA arc fault was initially reported by NASA [6].
To this day, SADA remains one of the main higher-risk components of a satellite [7]. When
researching and developing high-voltage bus systems for satellites, assessing the risk of
electrical breakdown for SADA slip rings is crucial [8]. In recent years, mechanism analysis
and ground equivalent experiments have confirmed the risk of space arc faults in SADA slip
rings [8–10]. The power system experiences faults such as reduced solar array power supply
capacity, frequent changes in the SR operation modes, reduced bus voltage quality, and
even ablation of the solar wings [11], depending on the working conditions and locations
of the arc faults. Arc faults can be highly destructive and spread quickly, making them
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difficult to contain. They can also spread to adjacent slip rings, causing the power supply
and distribution subsystem to fail to output power.
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However, the hidden dangers of arc faults of SADA are not being taken seriously
in the current satellite power system design development process, and there are still no
corresponding countermeasures to detect and eliminate the arc faults. In other fields such as
photovoltaic systems and distribution networks, arc fault detection technology has a certain
research foundation, which can be used for reference by SADA arc fault. Reference [12]
summarized the series arc fault (SAF) detection technologies for photovoltaic systems using
the following four categories: remote detection techniques [13], time-domain methods,
frequency-domain methods, and hybrid techniques. Among these four general techniques,
both the time-domain [14] and frequency-domain [15,16] detection methods are based on
the current and voltage signals in the circuit, and hybrid detection technology combines the
time-domain and frequency-domain signal characteristics [17,18]. The main fault diagnosis
methods are spectrum analysis, wavelet analysis, and artificial intelligence [19], and arc
fault detection technology has seen improvements in terms of its feature extraction and
fault detection algorithms in recent years. For example, a blind-source separation algorithm
based on principal component analysis (PCA) was used to extract feature quantities to
identify series arc faults in [12]. An arc detection neural network based on temporal
convolution network is used to extract current waveform features in [20]. An adaptive local
mean decomposition algorithm is used to decompose the current samples into production
functions representing information from different frequency bands to characterize the
arc fault in [21]. The arc faults are detected through zero-range density analysis using
the difference in fluctuation characteristics to prevent false detection in [22]. In [23], the
dual-tree complex wavelet transform and kernel extreme learning machine are used to
decompose the current signal accurately and fuse the characteristic information required
for SAF detection; fast and accurate SAF detection was achieved and the system dynamic
transient showed good reliability and stability at the same time. The fractal dimension
characteristics of the current and voltage signals are also the valid eigenvalues for arc
identification [24–26]. Some researchers also used a combination of machine learning
and artificial intelligence algorithms [27,28]. For example, a fault detection algorithm
based on multiresolution signal decomposition was used for feature extraction in [29],
and a two-stage support vector machine (SVM) classifier was used to perform decision
making. The use of these methods improves the intelligence level and enhances the fault
detection accuracy.

There are two main satellite power system architectures for space applications, the
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) architecture and the sequential switching shunt
regulator (S3R) architecture. The former is mainly used in small-power satellites, and its
power supply principle is similar to that of a terrestrial photovoltaic power system [30,31],
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and the satellite power supply systems of such architectures can be borrowed from the
existing terrestrial arc detection technology. While the latter is mainly used in medium-
and high-power satellites, whose system structure is more complex, arc faults are more
hazardous, and there is no applicable arc detection method. High-voltage high-power
power systems usually has a sufficient number of shunt regulators, and the voltage and
current levels of individual shunt branches are very high, resulting in an arc fault that
can easily spread out of control. Therefore, the high-voltage high-power satellite platform
needs to focus on detection speed and practicality in the arc start “spark” stage to effectively
identify and cut off the source of hidden problems, blocking the spread of the fault. Remote
detection is sensitive to space interference factors, and complex algorithms such as artificial
intelligence algorithms are problematic in that they require large numbers of calculations
and additional computing equipment, and the calculation process is unpredictable and
uninterruptible [12], making these methods difficult to implement in space environments.

A SADA arc fault is not easy to predict and control, and the complexity of the satellite
power supply operation mode increases the difficulty of its detection and protection,
resulting in this problem not yet being solved. To address the abovementioned issues, a fast
detection method for SADA arc faults is proposed in this paper that is based on the fractal
dimension. According to the trend of fractal dimension in different operating modes of the
power system, the arc identification algorithm is designed to detect arc faults in real time.
The method is relatively simple, fast, and easy to realize and apply in space environment.

The contribution of this paper is summarized as follows: we design a fast arc fault
detection method according to the characteristics of SADA arc faults and different operating
modes of shunt regulators (SR). The method is based on the fractal dimension characteristics
of the arc current signal, and realizes real-time and fast arc fault detection through efficient
arc recognition algorithms. The method can recognize the arc faults of SADA slip ring and
eliminate the faults in time before they spread, which effectively ensures the safety of the
satellite power system.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the operating mode and principle of
the satellite power system are introduced first. Then the fractal dimension characteristics
of the arc faults are analyzed in Section 3, and, on this basis, the fast arc fault detection
method and fault identification algorithm for the SADA slip ring are designed in Section 4
according to the fractal dimension characteristics of three operating modes. In Section 5,
the effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated using test data under several
different fault conditions. Finally, Section 6 draws a conclusion from the paper.

2. Satellite Power System

High-power satellite power systems usually use a power controller based on the se-
quential switching shunt regulator (S3R) architecture. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram
of the S3R architecture. The solar arrays are divided into identical sections, which are then
connected to corresponding shunt regulators (SRs) through the SADA slip rings to form
one-to-one solar array to SADA slip ring to SR correspondences. The output terminals
of all shunt regulators are connected in parallel to the bus (Vbus) to convert the constant
current output of the solar array into a constant bus voltage.

A typical shunt regulator (SR) topology is illustrated in Figure 3 [32], where RR is the
contact resistance of SADA slip ring and LH is the harness inductance. The Imax control
driver and L1 suppress the current stress of the shunt Mosfet Q1. There are three operating
modes of each SR. In bus feeding mode, the SR delivers all the power from the solar array
to the bus, and the SA operates at the rated working point (point 2), as shown in Figure 4a.
In shunt mode, the SR shunts all the power from the solar array to ground, and the SA
operates at the short circuit working point (point 1), as shown in Figure 4b. In switching
mode, the SR switches between the bus feeding mode and shunt mode, thus modulating
the power delivered to the bus, and the working point of SA switches between the two
points correspondingly.
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The operating mode of each section’s SR is determined by the mean value of the
payload power demand [33]. In steady-state conditions, it is generally ensured that only
one shunt regulator operates in switching mode while the others remain in bus feeding
mode or shunt mode.
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3. Arc Characteristic Analysis
3.1. Fractal Dimensional

Fractal geometry is a branch of mathematics that describes the complex forms of
nature. Fractal dimension is used in fractal theory to describe different fractal features. In
the engineering field, fractal dimension is widely used in signal processing as a measure
of signal complexity. The regularity of the arc fault signal and the steady-state operation
signal of the system current is different. In the steady-state operation stage, a relatively
stable fractal dimension value is shown; in the process of the stable operation stage turning
to the arc fault stage, the fractal dimension value will appear with a large difference and
with a good regularity, so the trend of the fractal dimension value can be used as a basis for
arc fault identification. The fractal dimension of the signal in the two-dimensional plane is
calculated as follows:

Assume that the signal to be fractalized is a curve X in the two-dimensional plane,
and if the length of X is measured by straight-line segments of length l, N(l) segments
are required. For different lengths of l, there exists a constant value C, which makes
Equation (1) valid, where the finite real number D is the fractal dimension of the signal X
to be fractalized.

lim
l→0

N(l) · lD = C, (1)

Among them, N(l), D, and C are unknown, and the number of N(l) is huge when l tends
to 0. Therefore, this idea is only a theoretical derivation and can be used for mathematical
analysis, but it is difficult to realize numerical calculation.

In practical applications, the common methods for measuring fractal dimension in-
clude associative dimension, generalized dimension, and box dimension, among which the
box dimension method is widely used because of its high computational accuracy and low
computational effort.

Calculating the fractal dimension by the box dimension method is equivalent to
placing the signal to be fractalized in a uniformly partitioned grid and finding the minimum
number of cells needed to cover this fractal. The idea is to take a box with side length ε.
Assume that the continuous time series signal x(t) ∈ F, and F is some bounded subset of Rn,
and use this box to cover the signal to be fractalized, then count the number of non-empty
boxes containing the signal curve, which is counted as N(ε). The side lengths of the box are
reduced in turn and the corresponding N(ε) is calculated until ε tends to 0. By calculating a
series of ε and N(ε), the linear relationship is fitted by least squares in double logarithmic
coordinates, and the slope of the resulting line is the fractal dimension D of the signal to be
measured, as in Equation (2).

D = lim
ε→0

(log2 N(ε))/(− log2(ε)) (2)
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3.2. Arc Testing and Fractal Dimensional Characterization

When the power system is in steady-state operation, SADA series arc faults in single
sections of SR can be equated to a DC series arc fault for arc characterization. The series
current differential signal VCT data are collected to verify the correlation between the arc
fault signal and the fractal dimension. VCT is converted by a current transformer (CT).
Waveforms are monitored by a waveform memory recorder with a sampling frequency of
1 MHz. The arc generator as shown in Figure 5 is connected in series to the DC voltage
source loop to simulate the arc fault (SAF).
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The trend of the fractal dimension is calculated by extracting the data segment for a
total of 0.1 s before and after the moment of arc fault occurrence, and comparing it with the
original current differential signal at the same moment one-by-one, as shown in Figure 6
(45 V, 2.25 A, resistor load).
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It can be seen that the signal regularity of VCT in the arc fault stage and steady-state
operation stage is different. During the steady-state operation of the system, the fractal
dimension of the measured current differential signal is distributed in a stable interval,
while when an arc fault occurs, the fractal dimension value appears to vary significantly
with the change in VCT amplitude and frequency, and decreases sharply at the moment
of arc fault occurrence accordingly, which is clearly distinguished from the steady-state
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value. Therefore, the trend of the fractal dimension value can be used as the basis of arc
fault identification.

4. Arc Fault Detection Method

On the basis of the above fractal dimensional characteristics of the arc, the SADA fast
arc fault detection scheme was designed, as shown in Figure 7. The arc detection system
includes the satellite power system to be tested, signal sampling and conditioning link,
data processing link, arc identification link, and arc extinguishing link. Among them, the
satellite power system to be tested includes solar array, SADA slip ring, shunt regulator, etc.
The differential current signal VCT of the SADA slip ring is collected to detect the arc fault.
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The workflow of arc fault detection is described as follows:

(1) Signal sampling and conditioning link to collect the current differential signal VCT;
(2) In the data processing link, the fractal dimension value of the current differential signal

at equally spaced sampling points is calculated in real time, and the operating mode of
the corresponding shunt regulator is determined based on the fractal dimension value
in steady-state operation, and the threshold values for arc identification in different
operating modes are set;

(3) Arc identification link runs through the arc fault identification algorithm to determine
whether an arc fault occurred in power system to be tested;

(4) If the SADA slip ring is judged to have an arc fault, the system will be interrupted by
the arc extinguishing link, and the switch K will be disconnected to quickly cut off the
arc to prevent the fault from spreading and to avoid further damage to the system
caused by the arc fault to ensure safe and reliable operation of the system.

4.1. Fractal Dimensional Characteristics Analysis of Three Operating Modes

Take 100 sampling points as a group to read the current differential data VCT in
real time, and recurse one sampling point successively to obtain the following array:
[V1_1, V1_2... V1_99, V1_100], [V2_1, V2_2... V2_99, V2_100]...[Vn_1, Vn_2... Vn_99, Vn_100], then
calculate the fractal dimension values of each array in real time: [D1, D2... Dn].

According to the above calculation rules, the typical variation trend of the fractal
dimension of VCT before and after the arc fault in the three operating modes is shown
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in Figure 8. The fractal dimension values of bus feeding mode are shown in Figure 8a.
During normal operation, the fractal dimension is steadily distributed around 1.4, and
the moment the arc fault occurs, it drops sharply to below 1.3, and continues to fluctuate
unsteadily afterwards.
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The fractal dimension values of shunt mode are shown in Figure 8b. As with the bus
feeding mode, the current is a stable DC signal during steady-state operation, so the trend
of the fractal dimension is the same as that of the bus feeding mode.

The fractal dimension values of switching mode are shown in Figure 8c. During the
steady-state operation, the fractal dimension changes periodically and regularly. When
an arc fault occurs, the periodic change is interrupted and the dimension is concentrated
between 1.2 and 1.3.

4.2. Arc Identification

The flow of the SADA arc fault detection procedure based on fractal dimension and
arc identification algorithm is shown in Figure 9. During system operation, the VCT data
are always read in real time in groups of 100 sampling points and recursively one point
at a time to obtain the arrays: [V1_1, V1_2, V1_99, V1_100], [V2_1,V2_2 ... V2_99, V2_100]...
[Vn_1, Vn_2 ... Vn_99, Vn_100]. The fractal dimension values for each array are calculated
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in real time: [D1, D2 ... Dn]. The arc fault detection procedure process is divided into
two stages: operating mode discrimination and fault identification. The specific process is
as follows:
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(1) Operating mode discrimination

During steady-state operation, calculate the average dimensional value Dm and the
peak-to-peak value Dpp for 5000 points between (1000–6000). From the analysis above, it is
clear that the bus feeding mode and shunt mode have the same trend of fractal dimensional
change, so only Dpp is needed to distinguish the switching mode from the two: if Dpp
is greater than 0.2, it is the switching mode, otherwise it is the bus feeding mode or
shunt mode.
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(2) Arc fault identification

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the fractal dimension distribution interval is stable
during the steady-state operation of bus-powered mode and shunt mode, while it drops
sharply at the time of arc fault. Based on this characteristic, a fault determination threshold
can be set by a threshold factor based on the average value of the fractal dimension
Dm during steady-state operation. The fractal dimension varies periodically during the
steady-state operation of the switching mode, but the dense distribution interval (1.2~1.3)
of the dimension at the beginning of the arc can be clearly distinguished from the high
dimension interval (1.3~1.4) and the low dimension interval (1.1~1.2) during the steady-
state operation, so the arc fault identification can still be performed according to the
distribution characteristics.

Based on the above feature analysis, the arc fault identification algorithm is designed.
If the operating mode is bus feeding mode or shunt mode: Set the threshold to the

average Dm of 5000 dimensional values during steady-state operation multiplied by 93%.
When 10 consecutive values in the dimension array are less than the threshold, an arc fault
is determined to have occurred.

If the operating mode is switching mode: Take 200 sampling points as a group to read
the dimensional data in real time, and recurse one sampling point successively to obtain the
following array: [D1_1, D1_2.... D1_109, D1_200], [D2_1, D2_2... D2_109, D1_100]... [Dn_1, Dn_2...
Dn_109, Dn_200]. Determine the 200 data points in each array in turn, and if the number of
points distributed between 1.2~1.3 is greater than 160, it is determined that an arc fault
has occurred.

5. Experimental Verification

To further evaluate the performance of the proposed fault detection method in practice,
a two-section shunt regulator system was set up for experiments, as shown in Figure 10.
Each SR of the system was fed by an Agilent E4360A solar (Santa Clara, CA, USA) array
simulator and loaded with an electronic load (ITECH IT8834S) (ITECH, South Burlington,
VT, USA). The parameter configuration of the U–I characteristic curve was VOC = 115 V
(open circuit), VMP = 105 V, IMP = 7 A (maximum power point), and ISC = 7.8 A (short
circuit). The arc generator was used to simulate the arc fault of SADA slip ring. The data
sampling rate was 1 MHz. The shunt regulator adopts the topology shown in Figure 3, and
its various parameters are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Parameters of platform.

Parameter Value

Bus voltage 100 V
Bus voltage ripple 600 mV

Solar array sections 7 A × 2 sections (can be extended to 7 A × 24 sections)
Harness inductance LH 28 µH

Power inductor L1 60 µH
The sampling resistor Rsen 2.5 mΩ

Bus capacitance 3.0 mF
MEA voltage divider K 0.064

MEA: R1 2.35 kΩ
MEA: R2 103.75 kΩ
MEA: C1 10 nF

Current transformer (CT) 1:100
RCT 6.8 Ω

The two-section system has two conventional operating conditions: (1) SR-2 is in bus
feeding mode and SR-1 is in switching mode; (2) SR-2 is in switching mode and SR-1 is in
shunt mode. The two working conditions contain the three working modes of SR. Two
typical cases are selected in each of three operating modes to verify the fractal dimension-
based arc detection. The operating condition settings and their arc detection results are
shown in Table 2. Two loads of 6.5 A and 3.5 A are set in shunt mode, and two loads of
10.5 A and 13.5 A are set in bus feeding mode and switching mode, and their typical data
analysis processes based on fractal dimension are shown in Figures 11–13, respectively.

Table 2. Arc fault detection conditions and results.

Operating Condition of S3R Load Position of Arc Test Results

SR-1
Shunt mode 0 A

SR-1

(10/10)

SR-2
Switching mode 6.5 A (10/10)

SR-1
Switching mode 3.5 A

SR-2 (10/10)
SR-1 (10/10)

SR-2
Bus feeding mode 13.5 A

SR-2 (10/10)
SR-1 (10/10)
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The arc fault identification process based on fractal dimensional for shunt mode is
shown in Figure 11. Under the same load conditions, the figure below is the real-time
sampling data of the current differential signal VCT. The figure above shows the real-
time fractal dimension, which corresponds to an array of 100 data (100 µs) recursively
forward at each moment of sampling. The red diamond marker points to the arc fault
identification moment.

The fractal dimension value distribution is stable during the normal operation of shunt
mode, and decreases sharply at the moment of arc fault occurrence. According to the arc
identification algorithm, when 10 consecutive real-time fractal dimensions are less than
93% of the average value of the dimension at steady state, it can be determined that an arc
fault has occurred.

Comparing the real-time fractal dimension values and VCT sampling data in Figure 11,
it is obvious that the fault can be detected in time when the VCT signal fluctuates slightly
due to the arc being under different load conditions.

The arc fault identification process based on fractal dimensional for bus feeding mode
is shown in Figure 12. As with the detection process of shunt mode, the real-time fractal
dimension and VCT sampling data have a good correspondence. Therefore, the trend of
fractal dimension can be used to detect the arc fault under different load conditions of
bus supply mode efficiently in real time. It is obvious from Figure 12 that the arc fault
of different energy levels corresponding to the two load conditions can be detected in
real time.

The arc fault identification process based on fractal dimensional for switching mode is
shown in Figure 13. The dimensionality of the switching mode varies periodically during
the steady-state operation, and the periodic change is interrupted and the dimension is
concentrated between the maximum and minimum values of the steady-state operating
period when an arc fault occurs.

The two typical arc fault cases of the switching mode are shown in Figure 13a,b. The
former is a case of stable arcing, when an arcing fault occurs, the corresponding solar array
power supply capacity decreases, causing the switching mode to switch to bus feeding
mode to meet the system power demand. The latter is the case of transient electric spark,
when a “small” arc fault affects the power supply quality, but does not change the operating
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mode. It is obvious from Figure 13 that both cases can be detected in real time when the
arc causes slight fluctuations in the VCT signal, which proves that the arc identification
algorithm of the switching mode is sensitive and reliable.
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As shown in Table 2, 10 groups of arc fault simulation experiments were conducted
under two typical operating conditions in each operating mode, and the arc faults can be
detected in real time by the fractal-dimension-based arc identification algorithm.

The above experimental verification proves that the arc detection method based on
fractal dimension can identify the arc fault in real time and quickly when the arc starts,
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avoiding the formation of a stable arc and then endangering the safety of the power system
and even the satellite.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a fast arc detection method based on the fractal dimension is proposed for
the SADA arc detection of high-voltage high-power satellite power systems. High-voltage
high-power power systems usually have a sufficient number of shunt regulators, and the
voltage and current levels of individual shunt branches are very high, resulting in an arc
fault that can easily spread out of control. The arc fault identification algorithm is designed
according to the fractal dimension distribution characteristics of the three operating modes
of the power system, which can effectively identify and cut off the source of the hidden
problem and stop the spread of the fault when the arc starts. The effectiveness and real-
time performance of the fractal-dimension-based detection scheme is demonstrated by
multi-group experiments under various working conditions of the three operating modes
of the power system.

The shunt regulators have three operation modes and switch between them as the
input and output conditions of the power system change. The voltage and current levels,
variation intervals, and trends of the system are different in different operating modes, and
the potential internal and external disturbances are also different. The switching of the three
operating modes will also cause interference to the arc fault detection, so it is necessary to
categorize and design the arc recognition algorithm according to the characteristics of each
operating mode. Experimental results show that the real-time fractal dimension and VCT
sampling data have a good correspondence.

• In the shunt mode and bus feeding mode of the satellite power system, the fractal
dimension value distribution is stable during the steady-state operation, and decreases
sharply at the moment of arc fault occurrence. The arc fault can be detected in time by
arc recognition algorithms when the VCT signal fluctuates slightly due to the arc being
under different load conditions;

• In switching mode, the fractal dimension varies periodically during the steady-state
operation. The periodic change trend is interrupted when an arc fault occurs and
the dimension is concentrated between the maximum and minimum values of the
steady-state operating period. Even “small” arc faults can be detected in real time by
arc recognition algorithms.

SADA slip rings do not allow arc faults to occur during the mission period in principle,
and according to the satellite mission requirements, it is required to effectively detect the arc
fault before the fault spreads, i.e., within the millisecond time scale. Therefore, compared
with the ground-based detection applications of existing methods, this paper improves the
speed of the detection method by designing an efficient arc recognition algorithm.

This arc detection method based on fractal dimension is suitable for high-voltage and
high-power satellite power platforms due to its real-time and fast advantages. This power
system usually has a large number of shunt regulator arrays, and the voltage and current
level of a single array is very high, which leads to an arc fault that can very easily spread
out of control. For this kind of power platform, it is required to effectively identify and cut
off the source of hidden danger and block the spread of faults at the stage of the “spark” at
the beginning of the arc fault.

However, this method also has limitations, because it focuses on the detection speed,
resulting in the anti-interference not being strong enough to cause misjudgment. For high-
voltage and high-power power platforms, the structure of multiple shunt regulator arrays
can avoid the impact of load power supply due to the misjudgment of a single array, but if
it is expanded to be applied to medium and low-power platforms, it is necessary to further
improve the algorithms to avoid the misjudgment under the premise of trying to ensure
the detection speed.
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